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 This is the classic Castle Mystery Series as a result of the approval from the viewers, The series was created by Sara Scott and is
about the New York Detective who investigates crimes by computer with the assistance of assistant Beckett (India Rose Peters)

and the secretary with the assistance of assistant Esposito (Giancarlo Esposito). This version of the show featured the events
prior to the events of the second season when Castle and Beckett where still at the NYPD.Q: Using an async function to replace
a document's values I am trying to use a function I have that will update a document (that is already present in MongoDB) when
the data in the document changes. It will do so using the MongoDB's Upsert update function, but I want the function to be async
(so that it doesn't block anything), so I cannot use the $in operator. I also need the function to be able to cope with the situation
where the user has updated the document before running my function. In that situation I need the function to run a "catch-all"
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query to see if any of the properties (the field names in the document that I'm updating) have changed. The following is my
function. I tried to use the $new operator but that didn't work, so I used a $set operator and a $gt operator to handle the "catch-

all" query. However, I still get a DocumentExists error, and I'm not quite sure why. The error is thrown when the function is
about to run the update and is expecting the document to be empty. The error seems to be thrown by MongoDB and is not my
code's fault. var update = function(db, coll, fieldnames, value) { var updateQuery = {}; var updateOps = {}; for (var i = 0; i
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